
1.1. GENESIS OF THE CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC INFORMATION FILE

commissioning and maintenance cycle. Information about COM-
CIFS activities and other CIF developments may be obtained from
http://www.iucr.org/iucr-top/cif/.

1.1.8. Diversification: the Molecular Information File and
dictionary definition language

While the primary thrust of these activities was the development
of an exchange mechanism for crystal-structure reports, there was
also interest in enriching the description of the chemical prop-
erties and behaviour of the compounds under study. Some work
was therefore done to broaden the descriptions of bond order that
were present in rudimentary form in the core CIF dictionary and to
develop more detailed two-dimensional graphical representations
of chemical molecules. The result of this work was the Molecular
Information File (MIF), described in Chapter 2.4. As with CIF, the
specific data items required for MIF were defined in a dictionary.

This work has extended the STAR File approach into chemistry.
It is envisaged that later modules could describe spectroscopic
data, reaction schemes and much more. Particular requirements
of chemical structural databases are the need to query for generic
structures, and the need to allow for the labelling and comparison
of libraries of substructural components. Both requirements can
be met by features of the STAR File, but they are features omitted
from CIF. In practice, therefore, data files in MIF format cannot
be readily accessed by most crystallographic applications, and the
format is at present little used by crystallographers.

An important outcome of the work on MIF was the recognition
that attributes of the data items needed for a particular application
can be recorded using the same formalism as the data files them-
selves. This gave rise to the idea of a dictionary definition language
(DDL), a set of tags for describing the names and attributes of data
items. The dictionaries (the collections of data names for CIF and
MIF applications) could then be constructed as STAR Files them-
selves, with the immediate result that software written to parse data
files could equally easily parse the associated dictionaries. Now it
became feasible to build into applications the ability to validate
data by dynamically reading and interpreting the properties asso-
ciated with a data tag in an accompanying dictionary.

The idea of a DDL was proposed by Tony Cook during early
discussions on MIF and was adopted while the original CIF paper
(Hall et al., 1991) was in the press. The original core CIF dictio-
nary was therefore produced with an early version of a DDL that
was never fully documented (Fig. 1.1.8.1). Building on early expe-
rience with the core dictionary and the technical evolution of MIF,
Hall & Cook (1995) worked through several revisions before pub-
lishing DDL version 1.4, the stable version described in Chapter
2.5 of this volume. Because of the circumstances in which it was
developed, this dictionary definition language is able to accommo-
date both the flat-file quasi-relational structure of CIF and the more
hierarchical multiple-looped data model of MIF.

1.1.9. The macromolecular Crystallographic Information File

The original goal of CIF was the creation of an archive format
for the description and results of experiments in small-molecule
and inorganic crystallography. The data names and their defini-
tions were embodied in the core dictionary, so called because
most of the terms in it were considered common to any crystal-
lographic application. In 1990, the IUCr formed a working group,
chaired by Paula Fitzgerald, to expand this dictionary to meet the
additional requirements of macromolecular crystallography. The
resulting expanded dictionary was to be known as the macromolec-
ular CIF (mmCIF) dictionary.

##############################################################################

#

# DDL Data Name Descriptions

# --------------------------

#

# _compliance The dictionary version in which the item is defined.

#

# _definition The description of the item.

#

# _enumeration A permissible value for an item. The value ’unknown’

# signals that the item can have any value.

#

# _enumeration_default The default value for an item if it is not specified

# explicitly. ’unknown’ means the default is not known.

#

# _enumeration_detail The description of a permissible value for an item.

# Note that the code ’.’ normally signals a null

# or ’not applicable’ condition.

#

# _enumeration_range The range of values for a numerical item. The

# construction is ’min:max’. If ’max’ is omitted then the

# item can have any value greater than or equal to ’min’.

#

# _esd Signals whether an estimated standard deviation is

# expected to be appended (enclosed within brackets)

# to a numerical item. May be ’yes’ or ’no’.

#

# _esd_default The default value for the esd of a numerical item

# if a value is not appended.

#

# _example An example of the item.

#

# _example_detail A description of the example.

#

# _list Signals whether an item is expected to occur in a looped

# list. Possible values: ’yes’,’no’ or ’both’.

#

# _list_identifier Identifies a data item that MUST appear in the list

# containing the currently defined data item.

#

# _name The data name of the item defined.

#

# _type The data type ’numb’ or ’char’ (latter includes ’text’).

#

# _units_extension The data-name extension code used to specify the units

# of a numerical item.

#

# _units_description A description of the units.

#

# _units_conversion The method of converting the item into a value based

# on the default units. Each conversion number is

# preceded by an operator code *, /, +, or - which

# indicates how the conversion number is applied.

#

# _update_history A record of the changes to this file.

#

#-eof-eof-eof-eof-eof-eof-eof-eof-eof-eof-eof-eof-eof-eof-eof-eof-eof-eof-eof

Fig. 1.1.8.1. Informal DDL used in the initial version of the core CIF dictionary
(now superseded by DDL1.4).

The group’s original short-term goal was to fulfil the IUCr man-
date of defining data names for an adequate description of a macro-
molecular crystallographic experiment and its results. Longer-term
goals were also determined: to provide sufficient data names so
that the experimental section of a structure paper could be writ-
ten automatically and to facilitate the development of tools so that
computer programs could easily interface with CIF data files. A
number of informal and formal meetings were held to describe the
progress of this project and to solicit community feedback.

An important meeting took place at the University of York in
April 1993. The attendees included the mmCIF working group,
structural biologists and computer scientists. Vigorous discussion
arose on whether the formal structure of the dictionary imple-
mented in the then-current dictionary definition language (DDL1)
could deal with the complexity of macromolecular data sets. There
were criticisms that the data typing was not strong enough and that
there were no formal links expressing relationships between data
items. A working group was formed to address these issues, result-
ing in a second workshop in Tarrytown, New York, in October
1993. The discussions at this second meeting focused on the devel-
opment of software tools and the requirements of an enhanced
DDL. Such a DDL was proposed during a third workshop at
the Free University of Brussels in October 1994. This new DDL
(DDL2; Chapter 2.6) was designed by John Westbrook and sought
to address the various problems identified at the preceding work-
shops, while retaining compatibility with existing CIF data files.
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1. HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION

The macromolecular dictionary was built using DDL2 and was
presented as a draft to the community at the American Crystallo-
graphic Association meeting in Montreal in July 1995. The draft
was subsequently posted on a website and community comment
solicited via an e-mail discussion list. This provoked lively discus-
sions, leading to continuous correction and updating of the dic-
tionary over an extended period of time. Software for parsing the
dictionary and managing mmCIF data sets was developed and was
also presented on the website.

In January 1997, the mmCIF dictionary was completed and sub-
mitted to COMCIFS for review. In June 1997, version 1.0 was
approved by COMCIFS and released (Bourne et al., 1997; Fitzger-
ald et al., 1996). A workshop was held at Rutgers University in
October 1997, at which tutorials were presented to demonstrate
the use of the various tools that had been developed.

More than 100 new definitions have been incorporated in ver-
sion 2 of the mmCIF dictionary, presented in Chapter 4.5.

1.1.10. The Crystallographic Binary File

In 1995, Andy Hammersley approached the IUCr with a pro-
posal to develop an exchange and archival mechanism for image
data using the CIF formalism. There was an increasing need to
record and exchange two-dimensional images from a growing
collection of area detectors and image plates from several man-
ufacturers, each using different and proprietary data-storage for-
mats. The project was encouraged by the IUCr and was developed
under a variety of working names. In October 1997, a workshop
at Brookhaven National Laboratory, New York, was convened to
discuss progress and to coordinate the development of software
suitable for this new format.

At the workshop, it became apparent that there was broad con-
sensus to adopt and further develop the working set of data names
that had been devised by the working group on this project; it was
further decided that the relationships between these data names
were best handled by the DDL2 formalism used for mmCIF. While
image plates were not the sole preserve of macromolecular crys-
tallography, it was felt that there would be maximum synergy with
that community, and that the proposed imgCIF dictionary was
most naturally viewed as an extension or companion to the mmCIF
dictionary. The adoption of DDL2 would not preclude the genera-
tion of DDL1 analogue files if they were found to be necessary in
certain applications, but to date such a need has not arisen.

However, on one point the workshop was insistent. For effi-
cient handling of large volumes of image data on the necessary
timescales within a large synchrotron research facility, the raw
data must be in binary format. It was argued that although ASCII
encoding could preserve the information content of a data stream
in a fully CIF-compliant format, the consequent overheads in
increased file size and data-processing time were unacceptable in
environments with a very high throughput of such data sets, even
given the high performance of modern computers. Consequently,
the Crystallographic Binary File (CBF) was born as an extension to
CIF (Chapter 2.3). The CBF may contain binary data, and there-
fore cannot be considered a CIF (Chapter 2.2). However, except
for the representation of the image data, the file retains all the
other features of CIF. Information about the experimental appara-
tus, duration, environmental conditions and operating parameters,
together with descriptions of the pixel characteristics of individual
frames, are all provided in ASCII character fields tagged by data
names that are themselves fully defined in a DDL2-based dictio-
nary (Chapter 3.7).

At first sight, the distinction between CIF and the crystallo-
graphic binary file may therefore seem trivial. However, in allow-
ing binary data, the CBF requires greater care in defining the struc-
ture and packing by octets of the data, and loses some of the
portability of CIF. It also precludes the use of many simple text-
based file-manipulation tools. On the other hand, the importing of
a stable and well developed tagged information format means that
developers do not need to write novel parsers and compatibility
with CIFs is easily attained. Indeed, the original idea of a fully
compliant image CIF has been retained. By ASCII-encoding the
image data in a crystallographic binary file, a fully compliant CIF,
known as imgCIF, may be simply generated. One could consider
an imgCIF as an archival version and a CBF as a working version
of the same information set.

1.1.11. Other extension dictionaries

Since the introduction of the major CIF dictionaries, several other
compendia of data names suitable for describing different appli-
cations or disciplines within crystallography have been developed.
Four of these are described in the current volume.

The powder CIF dictionary (pdCIF; Chapter 3.3) is a sup-
plement to the core dictionary addressing the needs of powder
diffractionists. The structural model derived from powder work is
familiar to single-crystal small-molecule or inorganic scientists.
However, the powder CIF effort had the additional goals of
documenting and archiving experimental data. It was always
intended that powder CIF be used for communication of com-
pleted studies and for data exchange between laboratories.
This is frequently done at shared diffraction facilities such as
neutron and synchrotron sources. The powder dictionary was
written with data from conventional X-ray diffractometers and
from synchrotron, continuous-wavelength neutron, time-of-flight
neutron and energy-dispersive X-ray instruments in mind.

The modulated-structures dictionary (msCIF; Chapter 3.4) is
also considered as a supplement to the core dictionary and is
designed to permit the description of incommensurately modu-
lated crystal structures. The project was sponsored by the IUCr
Commission on Aperiodic Crystals and was developed in parallel
with a standard for the reporting of such structures in the literature
(Chapuis et al., 1997).

A small dictionary of terms for reporting accurate electron den-
sities in crystals (rhoCIF; Chapter 3.5) has recently been published
as a further supplement to the core dictionary. It has been devel-
oped under the sponsorship of the IUCr Commission on Charge,
Spin and Momentum Densities.

The symmetry dictionary (symCIF; Chapter 3.8) was developed
under the direct sponsorship of COMCIFS with the objective of
producing a rigorous set of definitions suitable for the descrip-
tion of crystallographic symmetry. Following its publication, sev-
eral data names from the symCIF dictionary were incorporated
in the latest version of the core dictionary to replace the original
informal definitions relating to symmetry. The symCIF dictionary
contains most of the data names that would be needed to tabu-
late space-group-symmetry relationships in the manner of Interna-
tional Tables for Crystallography Volume A (2002). It is intended
to expand the dictionary to include group–subgroup relations in a
later version.

Other dictionaries are also under development, often under the
supervision of one of the Commissions of the International Union
of Crystallography.
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